Figures

A Small Selection from the Large NOCH Figures Range
All Aboard, the Train Is Departing!

Hop on and enjoy the journey through the diverse worlds of NOCH Figures on the following pages! As befits our usual style, we’ll start at the platform, of course.

Passengers
- HO 15220
- TT 45220
- N 36220
(9 Figures)

Passengers (without benches)
- HO 15242
- TT 45242
- N 36242

Farewell
- HO 15245
- N 36245

Business Travellers
- HO 15226
- N 36226

Travel Group
- HO 15472

German Railway Officials
- HO 15265
- TT 45265

Railway Officials from other countries can be found at www.noch.com
Working Along the Tracks

You’ll find a lot of figures on the topic of work, trade and industry at NOCH. More than just the railway depot can be beautifully decorated with them.

Shunters

HO 15275  TT 45275  N 36275

Railway Construction Group

HO 15276  TT 45276  N 36276

Track Workers

HO 15277  TT 45277  N 36277

Road Workers

HO 15112  TT 45112  N 36112

Construction Workers

HO 15110  TT 45110  N 36110

Construction Workers

HO 15057
**Off to the Vegetable Patch!**

There’s a lot to do at the allotment along the rails. For the NOCH Figures, working during their free time is guaranteed not to be too difficult; after all, the barbecue is almost good to go!

**Watering the Flowers**

**Farmers**

*Tip:* this Figures Set can also be placed by windows and on balconies.

**Washday**

**Barbecue Party**

**Themed Figures Sets „In the Garden“**

*Contents:* 6 Figures, 2 Garden Chairs, 1 Kettle Barbecue, 1 Wrought Iron Garden Bench

  1 Wooden Bench, 1 Table, 1 Garden Chair, 1 Wheelbarrow, 1 Folding Table (Square)

  1 Watering Can, 1 Terracotta Tub (Round), 1 Terracotta Tub (Square)
Country Pursuits

A wide variety of scenes and animals can be observed in the countryside. The countryside and its people invite you to slow down and relax!

Farmers
HO 15617

Harvesters
HO 15613

Stable Work
HO 15634 N 36634

Tractor ‘Fahr’
HO 16756

Farm Animals
HO 15711 TT 45711 N 36711
(12 Figures) (10 Figures) (10 Figures)

Cows, brown
HO 15727
You’re Only Really Free in the Forest!

In NOCH’s forest, there are roe deer, deer and wild boar, but also forestry workers and hunters. And if you look up to the treetops, you’ll discover many other animals.
**Would-Be Mountain Dwellers and Summiteers**

What could be nicer than a hike in the mountains? Clear, fresh air, quiet, lonely paths and ‘a cheeky snack’ in the evening after descending from the summit!

---

**Mountain Hikers with Cross**
- **HO** 15874
- **TT** 45874
- **N** 36874

**Mountaineers**
- **HO** 15871
- **TT** 36871
- **N** 45871

**Wanderers**
- **HO** 15872

**Alpine Animals**
- **HO** 15742

---

**Themed Figures Sets „In the Mountains“**
- **HO** 16210 Contents: 6 Figures, 1 Summit Cross, 1 Well
  - 2 Wayside Crosses, 2 Hiking Signposts, 1 Wooden Bench with Backrest
  - 1 Table, 2 Benches, 1 Hiking Information Board with Map
Water attracts all the attention on a model. And justifiably so, because you can get up to so many things at the beach of a river, lake and the sea...

**Into the Cool Water!**

- **Bathers**
  - HO 15841
  - TT 45841
  - N 36841

- **Surfers**
  - HO 15849
  - TT 45849
  - N 36849

- **Sunbathers**
  - HO 15851
  - TT 45851
  - N 36851

- **Water Sports**
  - HO 15854

- **Ice Cream Trailer**
  - HO 16732
Did you know that there are well over 300 different NOCH Figures Sets by now? And many of the figures are engaging in their favourite hobby, of course!

**Hobbies, Sports and Leisure**

**Football Team**

| HO 15965 | TT 45965 | N 36965 |

**Fans**

| HO 15966 |

**Children on the Football Ground**

| HO 15817 | TT 48817 | N 36897 |

**Golfers**

| HO 15885 |

**Racing Cyclists**

| HO 15897 | TT 45897 | N 36897 |

**Modellers**

| HO 15887 |
Falling in Love...

Just like the original! NOCH Figures also fall in love, get married and enjoy spending time as a couple or as parents.

Lovers

15510  N  36510

Same-Sex Couples

15511

Sound Scenes „Wedding“

12861

Wedding Carriage

16706

Love Story

15861

Parents & Children

15590  TT  45590  N  36590
Are You Daring Enough?

Unrealistic? Inappropriate? Ludicrous? Perhaps, but that’s exactly why NOCH Figures turn your model world into something very special! So, be daring!

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Little Red Riding Hood and the Big Bad Wolf

Zombies

Vampires

Sexy Ladies

Ladies of the Night
Christmas Is Just Around the Corner!
You’ll be perfectly equipped for the cold season with NOCH winter and Christmas figures.

Santa Claus and Angels

\[ \text{HO 15920} \]

Santa Claus with Sleigh

\[ \text{HO 15924} \]

Selling Christmas Trees

\[ \text{HO 15927  TT 45927  N 36927} \]

Christmas Market

\[ \text{HO 15926  N 36926} \]

Children in the Snow

\[ \text{HO 15819  TT 45819  N 36819} \]

Skiers

\[ \text{HO 15828  N 36828} \]
Curious to Find Out More?

NOCH Figures are available for many different topics. In addition to modelling, they are also suitable for creative gift-making and art photography. Sound Scenes, Themed Figures, Accessories Sets and much more bring even more variety to your hobby.

You’ll discover many more NOCH Figures at www.noch.com

NOCH Figures are available for Z, N, TT, H0, 0, 1 and G gauge.

Note: represents actual size
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... wie im Original
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